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Modern design

Unlimited fabric variety

Maximum stabil i t y

sunprotection
privacy

… and more
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Only the best 
side of the sun 
TRENDLINE awnings are all about life with style. 

WO&WO’s new trend product vouches for top 

quality. The future belongs to Italian design and 

clear-cut lines, whose popularity gradually superse-

des the round shapes of recent years. Harmonising 

with contemporary architectures as well as design 

trends of the future, these new awnings deliver 

exactly what their name promises.
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The principal feature 

strong arms
The principal feature of the TRENDLINE range is the 

articulated arm with a length of up to 3500 mm. 

More than 70,000 guaranteed movement sequences 

of the “multiflex” power belt and a double spring in 

the TRENDLINE arm guarantee optimised long-las-

ting tautness of the fabric.

TIP INCLINATION ADJUSTMENT

This option for the TRENDLINE range is an 

ideal supplement for awnings that point west-

ward and for adjustments to the low sun in 

late summer. With the hand crank, it is very 

easy to set the desired inclination for each 

arm separately. A spirit level fitted to the 

fall bar allows an even adjustment of both 

articulated arms.



TRENDLINE

Top quality technology and materials mean 

that TRENDLINE is a quality product. Even the 

basic model, the open TRENDLINE, features 

extras such as infinitely variable inclination 

adjustment and more projection than width. In 

addition, a rain protection roof can be fitted 

to protect the awning.

TRENDLINE CASSETTE

The attractive aluminium cassette protects both the 

fabric and the articulated arms of the TRENDLINE 

CASSETTE against environmental influences. With 

its slim, modern design and timeless elegance, the 

TRENDLINE CASSETTE commands an exceptional 

status in the awning market. 

Experience

design and function
Like all our awnings, the TRENDLINE range is 

TÜV and CE tested. High-quality and corrosion 

resistant materials and coatings make for a 

durable product (5-year warranty) that lets you 

enjoy every ray of sunlight.
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In addition to choosing the fabric for the awning, 
you can also decide what you want your valance 
to look like. We offer a choice of 6 different 
valance types and many different colours for the 
borders (see right).
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Multifunctional 

design highlight
Have a look at the WO&WO range with a 
trained specialised retailer – a wide choice of 
colours, designs and fabrics such as acrylic, 
Polyester and PVC is waiting to be discovered! 

UV protection
Acrylic fabrics are high-quality 
awning fabrics incorporating 
several supporting fabrics that 

make them ideal for demanding outdoor applicati-
ons.  The UV protection of the fabrics according to 
UV Standard 801 ranges from factor 40 to 80.

Self-cleaning
swela®sunsilk SNC is a high-tech polyester fabric. 
The material offers superb properties such as 
nano-surface fi nishing with self-cleaning effect, a 
UV block to protect the human skin and the fabric, 
as well as improved winding. On top of it, it is 
extraordinarily durable.



Easy-Clean

All-Weather

RAL 9006

RAL 1015

RAL 9010

RAL 7016M

Frame colours

A wide choice of colours is available not only for 

the fabrics, but also for the frame. If the four 

standard colours, i.e. white (RAL 9010), light 

ivory (RAL 1015), silver (RAL 9006) and dark grey 

(RAL 7016M), do not satisfy you, we also offer 210 

additional RAL colours!

RAL colour charts are available from: 
RAL Deutsches Institut für Gütesicherung und Kennzeichnung 
e.V. (www.RAL-Farben.de)

Textiles with added function

TexGard - Easy-Clean

Special textile fi nishing gives the product a series of 

useful properties. This includes low dirt absorption 

of the fabrics, high water repellence and reduced 

surface tension. Due to the special material fi xing system, this effect is 

also extremely long-lasting. Moisture, water and dirt are kept out as 

much as possible.

 

All-Weather 

The All-Weather quality is a fabric made of spinning-nozzle coloured 

acrylic with a coating on one side, combining optimum protection 

against the sun with protection against a drizzle or light rain.

Eco-Tex Standard 100

Eco-Tex Standard 100 is a testing and certifi cation 

system which ensures that textile products fall within 

the safety limits for specifi c harmful substances.

Prevent overheating 

Use an awning to reduce solar radiation and stop 

your home from overheating.
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Heater & light ramp
Just because it is getting dark, there is no need to 

go inside. Just fit a light ramp and a terrace heater 

(infrared heat) to your awning and enjoy the eve-

ning on your terrace.

Rain protection hood
The rain protection hood huddles against the cloth rol-

ler, covers and protects the mechanical elements and 

thus provides sufficient protection against the wet.



230 V motorcrank radio controlled motor

Installation & operation
Folding arm awnings by WO&WO offer many installation options 

and are perfectly capable of adapting to different situations. For in-

stance, you can mount your awning on the wall, underneath the cei-

ling or on the rafter.

Choose one of three operation options. Operation with a crank is 

standard – however, you can also control your awning with a motor 

or a remotely controlled motor.

TIP FOR UNTARNISHED JOY

As a general rule, only experienced specialists should install 

WO&WO products. Unless this prerequisite is fulfi lled, you 

cannot make any claims under the statutory two-year warranty.

The shaded surface underneath the awning depends on the current po-

sition of the sun. Especially if the sun is low and/or on western façades, 

a small awning projection will result in insuffi cient shading. However, 

increasing the projection or the angle of inclination can correct this and 

ensure that the requirement to achieve optimal shading is fulfi lled.

High sun
e.g.: Southern façade

Low sun
e.g.: Western façade

Rafter mounting

Ceiling mounting

Wall mounting
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Safely 
comfortable
Light and shade at the push of a button – the 

motorised drive is not just convenient, but also 

protects your awning against damages caused by 

excessive wind loads.

Upgrade your awning by integrating the pinnacle of 

convenience in your system. All awning functions can 

be remotely controlled (optional). A pleasant side 

effect is that you do not need any cables between 

the awning and the control unit.



TIP UNAFRAID OF STORMY WEATHER...

Awnings have to be protected from excessive wind. The 

remote wind sensor Eolis 3D WireFree RTS offers an inconspi-

cuous and simple solution. The innovative sensor measures the 

oscillations of the awning. If there is a wind alarm, it automati-

cally generates a remotely transmitted command to retract the 

awning. In this way, your awning is reliably protected.

TIP SAFETY AND COMFORT WITHOUT PRESSING A BUTTON-

The wind/sun sensor constantly measures the current intensity 

of the sun and the wind speed. When the sun shines, it deploys 

your awning automatically, if the wind is too strong, it retracts 

the awning automatically to protect it.
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WO&WO lets the sun shine for you
Our passion is to let precious sunlight into your home in a controlled manner so that you really feel the full benefi t of “your” 

sun. WO&WO’s tailored sun blind products transform your home into your personal sunny paradise. 

The product range of WO&WO includes all articles for modern internal and external sun blinds and visual screens such 

as terrace awnings, façade awnings, roller shutters, venetian blinds, window shutters, external and internal blinds, pleated 

blinds, roller blinds, panel curtains, vertical blinds and insect screens.

Internal sun blinds
The amount of light that enters a building can be controlled 

and optimised in many different ways. How this is achieved 

in a particular situation is partly a question of personal taste, 

but it also depends on the individual requirements: Do you 

want a transparent element or do you want it to darken the 

room? Should it consist of metal or fabric? There are no limits 

to your imagination!

External sun blinds
An awning creates additional living space. It also decorates 

the house. Modern architecture increasingly relies on external 

systems for light control, such as venetian blinds, that provide 

excellent protection against the weather and act as a visual 

screen at the same time.


